
THE CDS R500 WIDE STILE HEAVY DUTY ALUMINUM DOOR

The R500 is a heavy duty wide stile and rail door with mortise and tenon corner assembly. This model features 

standard 6-1/2” high top and bottom rails and 4-1/2” wide hinge and lock stiles with a recessed pocket to 

accept full 8” mortise locks. The R500 can be ordered with 1/4” or 1” glazing stops. The custom fabricated 

mid-panel is available with either textured FRP or anodized aluminum surface finish to compliment other doors 

on site.  Optional recessed flush pulls can be added and a full view option is available. Other options include 10” 

high ADA door bottom rail or 13” (double-stacked 6-1/2”) bottom rail. Notice: Exit device trims and levers may 

overlap the edge of the glazing area. CDS R500 doors are available in three finish options: a smooth aluminum 

skin with an optional mid-panel available in textured FRP in pebble grain or fine hexpin finish in fourteen 

standard colors.

THE CDS R500 WIDE STILE HEAVY DUTY ALUMINUM DOOR



- CDS R500 doors are constructed with heavy duty 4-1/2”  
   wide hinge and lock stiles, 6-1/2” high top and bottom rails,  
   and 3/8” diameter galvanized tie rods. 

- Mortise and tenon corner joint assembly is standard on all  
   CDS R500 doors.

- Full view option is available, other options include 10” ADA  
   door bottom rails or double-stacked for 13” high bottom rail.

- The CDS R500 is Green Guard Certified for Low Emitting      
   Products for Children and Schools and Indoor Air Quality.

In our continuing effort to improve our products, some specifications or descriptions may change. We reserve the right to make such changes without notice or recourse. 
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THE CDS R500 WIDE STILE HEAVY DUTY ALUMINUM DOOR

CDSR500-0416

DOOR BODY: Heavy duty 1/8” wall aluminum with mortise and tenon assembly on all four 

joints and 3/8” diameter galvanized steel tie rods in the head and bottom rail. Panels are 

foamed in-place with high density CFC-Free urethane foam or optional polystyrene.  
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ANODIZED ALUMINUM SKINS:

Color shown may differ from actual color. 
Consult factory for exact color match and other color choices.

SPECIFICATIONS
 

OPTIONAL MID-PANEL: Clad with .120” thick FRP face sheets or .063” thick smooth aluminum face sheet. 

OPTIONAL MID-PANEL FINISH: Clad on both sides with .120” thick FRP pebble grain or hexpin face sheets (color options below) or .063” thick 

smooth aluminum face sheets. Mid-panels can also be painted to customer specifications.

WINDOWS: Full view option is available, other options include 10” ADA door bottom rails or double-stacked for a 13” high bottom rail.

HINGES: CDS R500 doors are supplied with a heavy duty aluminum continuous hinge as standard. Doors can also be prepped for various customer 

specified or supplied hinge and hardware options.


